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We would like to welcome all our new 
members into our fold.

Congratulations on joining the BMW 
CCA family; may you drive your Bim-
mers in good health!

As always, you can update your per-
sonal contact information on the web 
at www.bmwcca.org, to ensure you’ll 
still get your Roundel and, perhaps 
more importantly, your dBR!

Membership
Corner:

As always, head to lscbmwcca.org for further
information; also remember to “like” us on 
Facebook for real-time updates.
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The Ultimate Guide
To Detailing Your BMW

The following is the first in a series of articles documenting proper methods for taking care of 
your paint. It’s designed to be a how-to guide of sorts, but even if you’d rather hire a pro to do the 
work, you should use this info when vetting potential detailers. Simply put, if you know more 
about this stuff than your neighbor’s high school kid, you probably want to think twice before 
paying him to touch your precious ride.

Part One: The Basic Car Wash

by Aaron Miller

To be certain, the assertion that to 
learn to do something correctly re-
quires one to eschew previously-
attained poor habits borders on cli-
che. That said, spend a few moments 
thinking about what processes you go 
through when you wash your car be-
fore reading further. What products 
do you use on her? What techniques? 
Yes, at the end of the day it’s all soap, 
water and elbow grease; then again, 
that’s like saying your Bimmer’s com-
prised of an engine, tires and sheet 
metal: a severe understatement of the 
thought and hard work that brings 
about an end result worthy of your 
awe and desire. Think about the fol-
lowing, and both you and your car’s 
paint will be happy: 

Water spots are harder to remove from 
your paint than Lindsay Lohan from a 
bar: 

Ideally, we’d all wash our cars either 
under tents or at night, safely away 
from the sun. Keeping your paint 
nice and cool will help prevent water 
droplets from drying, which is one of 
the worst things you can ever allow to 
happen. Tap water contains minerals, 
fluoride and depending on where you 
live, even arsenic. Those water spots 
you see on your car? That’s what hap-
pens when those contaminants re-
main long after the water evaporates, 
and as most of you know all too well, 
they can be difficult to remove. For 

this reason, keep your car as wet and 
your paint as cool as possible. Also, 
avoid “quarter washes”, as more often 
than not they recycle their water: ab-
solutely a good thing from an envi-
ronmental perspective, but absolutely 
horrific if you value your paint. 

”How good is your nozzle?” is not (just) 
a cheesy pickup line at a cougar bar: 

It’s a legit question of whether your 
hose’s attachment is up to the task. 
Can it spray a light mist, enabling 
you to gently rinse away soap and 
dirt without exacerbating any exist-
ing rock chips? Can it then switch to 
a hard jet to blast grime away from 
your wheel wells? If not, it’s time to 
upgrade. Honestly, I’ve known peo-
ple to use power washers that mix 
soap in with the water. Sure, it’s fun, 
but the last time I used a power wash-
er, the aim was to strip 20yr-old paint 
off of a friend’s house. Letting your 
inner Tim Allen shine is fine if you 
drive a paintless DeLorean, but not 
for your car. 

Talk Soap: 

If you read “The Detailing Dummy” 
in the last issue, you already know 
not to use dishwasher crystals. Bar-
ring specific circumstances which I’ll 
address later, you’ll want a car wash 
with a pH of 7. I know what you’re 
thinking: “This sounds eerily famil-
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iar... didn’t I see this in a deodorant 
commercial?” Well, sorta... 

Without delving too deeply into the 
chemistry behind it, you want a soap 
that’s not going to strip all the wax/ 
sealant on your car, which is exactly 
what you’ll do if you use something 
that’s too acidic or basic, such as most 
liquid dish soaps. While there is one 
time when Dawn isn’t just accept-
able, but preferred (I’ll address this in 
the April/May issue), for your run-of-
the-mill wash it’s generally about as 
appropriate as inviting Mel Gibson 
to a Seder. It’s so basic (i.e. the op-
posite of acidic) that it’ll literally eat 
away at that shiny protective layer 
you’ve got on there. Overall, as a gen-
eral rule car wash detergents are like 
meatloaf in that there’re a million dif-
ferent varieties, but the majority are 
still good. Stick with something that 
was designed as a pure car wash (sans 
additional wax/sealant) and you’ll 
have a solid fundamental tool to keep 
your car clean. 

Bubbles is the best possible name for 
your daughter’s betta fish: 

Bubbles serve the function of attract-
ing and suspending dirt away from 
your car’s paint. Imagine the micro-
scopic-level horror of running your 
wash mitt across your car and grind-
ing all that dirt and grit into your 
paint, essentially running sandpaper 
over it. Giving your car its own pri-
vate Apocalypse Now moment (the 
horror!) is avoidable if you use more 
soap than you might think necessary. 
You paid good money for your car, 
so don’t skimp on ten cents’ worth of 
soap. 

Regardless of your political leanings, not 
every Mitt (or towel) is the right tool for 
the job: 

Don’t use a traditional sponge; use 
something that’s capable of absorbing 

all those awesome suds you’ve just 
poured. Make sure it’s soft enough 
to not scratch your paint, and easily 
rinsable. 

When you’re done washing, turn off 
your hose, remove the attachment 
and turn the hose back on. Running 
the hose over the car will cause the 
water to sheet because of the molecu-
lar bonding that takes place. The net 
result is that you can fully dry your 
car minutes faster, even on a 100-de-
gree day, something vitally impor-
tant given the aforementioned water 
spots. 

When you’re choosing a towel, feel 
free to be seduced by some of the 
many uber-awesome microfiber op-
tions on the market, so long as you’re 
not using low-grade Chinese-made 
garbage. One absolutely true anec-
dotal is that when I started becoming 
serious about detailing, I once went 
into a Walmart strictly to see how 
bad low-end microfibers can be. If 
you’re looking for it, you can actually 
feel each individual fiber scratch your 
hand as if you’re running it against 
super-fine sandpaper: definitely not 
something to rub all over your car. I 
use plain white bath towels: they’re 
pure cotton, (this is fine so long as 
you buy decently nice ones; again, 
steer clear of the bargain basement), 
they have no dyes that could possibly 
bleed onto the paint and they’re never 
treated with anything beyond basic, 
“free & clear” detergent, as scents and 
dryer sheets are simply more chemi-
cals you’d be putting on your paint. 

Well, that’s the basic wash. For those 
of you that’re interested in how to re-
ally get your car to look as good or 
better than the day it shipped out of 
Munich or Spartanburg, check back 
in the next few issues as I’ll delve into 
some of the more complex aspects of 
your BMWs shinification process.





It’s Official:
Wichita Falls Is The Lone Star Chapter’s First Subchapter

Chapter member Clinton Varty reports that the first meeting of the Wichita Falls subchapter has officially occurred. Sub-
chapter co-founder Bill Patterson hosted the event at his eponymous BMW dealership, wherein an invite was extended to 
members to partake of a pre-release viewing of the BMW-laden Mission Impossible: Ghost Protocol, and so many mem-
bers opted to take over the parking lot of an On the Border for some pre-cinema Tex-Mex, which has ultimately resulted 
in the recruitment of new members into the fold. Congratulations to our Wichita Falls members on their recent organiza-
tional successes. Long may you keep up the good fight, ladies and gents!
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The holidays have passed and the New 
Year has been rung in: it’s time to start 
looking forward to what’s on tap for 
2012.

In this day and age of seemingly perpet-
ual rebranding, BMW AG has prompt-
ed BMW Clubs to go to a ‘New World’ 
design logo; look for the new LSC logo 
on chapter publications and perhaps 
even chapter merchandise as well. 

As in the past, our autocross program 
will continue to be a multiple event 
season. This year the program will be 
guided by Michael Hollingsworth, and 
I have already heard that he would very 
much like to see more 1s, 3s and M cars 
in attendance. Steve Hodges and the 
DE committee hope that our drivers 
education events show you new ways 
to enjoy your BMW or MINI, and we 
have a special treat this year, as we will 
run the MSR 3.1 course April 28-29. 

Last year, tourmeister Marc Leediker 
led members on a unique drive almost 
monthly. Many of these drives were of 
the single-day variety, in order to be as 
accessible to as many members as pos-
sible. For those of you that don’t know, 
I purchased a new vehicle myself, and I 
must say that I thoroughly enjoyed the 
Big Cats Tour, and you will see me on 
more drives in the future.

The Lone Star Chapter has always been 
focused on making chapter members 
better drivers, as well as providing new 
ways to enjoy your BMW/MINI while 
making new friends. To that end, this 
year we plan to kick up the education 
a notch for 2012: we will offer both 
an autocross school and a ‘pre-DE’ in 
March, and we will also return to hav-
ing car control clinics and safety schools 
for our members that are over the maxi-
mum age for our Street Survival events. 

With a large new venue for Formula 
One under construction in Austin, 
we hope to join forces with our sister 
chapters in Houston and Austin to 
host events like a BMW corral at the 
Formula One race, and HPDE events 
at the Circuit of the Americas. In Sep-
tember, our national Oktoberfest event 
will be in Columbus OH, September 
17-23. The rolling twists and turns of 
the Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course as 
well as the naturally hilly Ohio terrain 
ensure that this will be an outstanding 
experience. It seems that every year at 
O’fest, I meet new members from our 
local chapter. Of course, I would always 
prefer to meet chapter members at our 
local events (hint, hint), but it’s great to 
see that many of our chapter members 
make the trek to O’fest. If you’ve never 
been, it’s an amazing opportunity to see 
new areas of our great country, as well 
as to experience all that the club has to 

offer in one incredibly fun-filled week. 

Your chapter officers and volunteers are 
always looking for people that want to 
make a difference, so if you would like 
to help improve the club, feel free to 
drop me a note and let me know what 
events you do and don’t like, and if you 
would like to help put on an event, we 
can definitely put you to work! Look no 
further than Clinton Varty and Bill Pat-
terson, who wanted to form a subchap-
ter for Wichita Falls so that they could 
organize social events in the Wichita 
Falls area, and who have already rolled 
up their sleeves. Look for chapter meet-
ings and social events in the ‘Falls area, 
as well as in Dallas and Fort Worth. 

It would be a travesty for me to end this 
piece without recognizing the efforts of 
our editor, Aaron Miller, Esquire, as he 
is definitely making das Bimmer Rund-
schreiben as impressive as the new ve-
hicles rolling off BMW assembly lines 
at a record pace. Additionally, I am 
on the hunt for a “webmeister” with 
similar mad skillz, so if anyone would 
like to dedicate some time to making a 
change to the internet face of the chap-
ter, please let me know, since I think we 
can all agree a facelift is in order for our 
website. In the meantime, don’t forget 
to “like” the chapter Facebook page for 
the most up-to-date news and goings 
on this year.

Lone Star Presidential Address:
Mark Williams takes a look at what’s in store for 2012
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A Driver’s Companion
to

MSR-C’s 3.1 Mile Course

During this year’s spring HPDE at Motorsport Ranch (MSR), we will be utilizing the full 3.1mi course. Many of you have 
yet to partake of the added technical demands posed by the additional elevation changes, corners and general course unfa-
miliarity, and so a decision was made to include a track guide of sorts to better aid you in advance of the big day. If you’ve 
been to any of our HPDEs in the past, you know that preparation is absolutely critical if you wish to truly maximize your 
learning experience while still having about as much fully-clothed fun as is legally allowable. 

Much thought went into how to present this: it shouldn’t be a simple primer on the driving line, because you can learn the 
general line by watching videos of a car similar to yours on sites like Youtube and Vimeo (and by the way, you absolutely 
should); it shouldn’t be a comprehensive how-to, including shifting and braking points, because every car is different (a 
500+hp M5 will carry much more momentum into a corner than a stock E30, for example); it should be a description of the 
fundamentals of what you’ll be doing with your eyes, hands and feet, so that you’ll feel comfortable with your inputs when 
you become part of the metaphysical system controlling your car.

Featuring Contributions by: Jason Bowers, Kyle Denham, Brit Fassett, Aaron Miller and Ken Orgeron 
Photos Courtesy: Remon Klaver, BJ Meyer and Ken Orgeron 

Forward by: Aaron Miller
NOTE: A glossary of abbreviations can be found at the end of the article
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Turns 1-3 (Rattlesnake): Find the 
RHS kerb with your eyes, and angle 
your car so that your RF is on a trajec-
tory to glance it just as the track begins 
to curve. Brake hard, and in a straight 
line; if you don’t engage your ABS here, 
you aren’t braking hard enough. When 
you’ve decelerated enough, turn-in by 
pulling down on the steering wheel us-
ing your right triceps. Look up the hill 
towards the RHS kerb at the apex, and 
the car will follow. Move your eyes to 
the next apex, and accelerate towards it, 
then brake again just before turning in, 
this time by pulling down with your left 
triceps. As you track-out, unwind the 
wheel in proportion to the amount of 
throttle you apply.

Notes: 

1. Rattlesnake is difficult to do well, so 
play it safe: it’s not a place where you 
want to go off.

2. Don’t over slow for Rattlesnake. The 
car should feel like it is drifting sideways 
as you pitch it around the entry right 
hander and scrub your way up the hill. 
The pitch of the track will help catch 
and slow the car so you arrive at the top 
left hander just in time to turn-in. Trail-
brake and rotation are your friends here.

Turn 4 (Transition): Slowly and delib-
erately move your steering wheel, feath-
ering the throttle in proportion, so that 
you clip the inside kerb exiting Rattle-
snake, while constantly looking ahead. 
You’ll want to be over to the left prior 
to the next kink, so look left, and as you 
approach the turn, look to the right at 
and beyond the curve. This will help 
you to pull on the wheel only enough 
to hit the apex and track-out using all 
available real estate. As a beginner, brake 
slightly, then hold a steady throttle 
through here.
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Notes:
1. There is a small triangular shaped 
discoloration on the surface at the 
apex. Run your RF over it as you exit 
the turn. 

2. This is the spot where most offs oc-
cur, so utilize extra caution at track-out.

Turn 5: Brake while looking down the 
hill for track-out (towards the boomer-
ang-shaped kerb). You don’t need to re-
adjust your hands here, so keep them 
at “9 and 3”. If, and only if, you and 
your instructor are comfortable doing 
so, increase your rate of throttle appli-
cation relative to your steering unwind 
to encourage rotation (i.e. throttle-on 
oversteer).

Note: Be very careful when using multiple inputs at once, or you could go off on this turn, and it’s one of the few risky offs 
that MSR has. As you head down the hill into the slight esses, maintain smoothness with your throttle and steering inputs. 
While you can carry lots of speed here, you should work up to it gradually. 

Turn 6: Before you hit the track-out 
kerb you should already see another 
kerb on the left; smoothly approach 
it and stay near it as you find the next 
RHS kerb. Literally, the one kerb will 
guide you toward the next. Turn 6 is a 
late-apex kink, and depending on your 
speed you’ll either lift off your throttle 
or apply your brakes prior to turn in. 
Immediately upon turning in, find the 
turn 7 apex with your eyes, and prepare 
to transfer your car’s weight quickly.

Turn 7: Brake early but not too hard, 
remembering where the apex is while 
looking for track-out. Once the car is 
slowed enough, pull with your left tri-
ceps to turn-in.

Note: This is a deceptively fast turn, so 
be careful.
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Turn 8 (Uphill Hairpin): Get your 
braking done, and ensure the car is set-
tled before turning in. Look up the hill 
for your apex, and try to take the turn 
with just one steering input (remember 
to pull down!). As you feel the car pivot 
around the apex, smoothly-yet-contin-
uously increase throttle as you unwind 
the wheel, bearing in mind that the 
curvature of the track will make wheel-
spin very easy to induce.

Note: If you are comfortable with LFB, 
this is an excellent place to experiment 
with trailbraking, as the camber will 
help catch the car.

Area between Turns 8 & 9 (The Blind 
Hill): Find the kerb on the LHS at the 
very top of the hill and angle your car to put your LF on a trajectory just to the right of it. Pull with your left triceps just prior 
to reaching the kerb, then as you crest the hill minimize your steering input while maintaining only partial throttle, lest you 
unsettle the car while it’s “light” (there’s less friction acting on the tires). Make your steering motion both smooth and quick, 
then unwind the wheel before you crest the hill. Start looking for the bottom of the hill.

Turn 9 (Toilet Bowl): Brake in a 
straight line on entry. Be slow and de-
liberate with your turn-in, and you’ll 
approach the first apex rather quickly. 
The second half of the turn is an in-
creasing radius, so you can begin to un-
wind the wheel as you go around and 
increase throttle as you do so, bearing 
in mind to keep any throttle increase 
inversely proportional to your steer-
ing input. Find the second apex, then 
as your car approaches it, look for the 
LHS kerb just beyond track-out as you 
near full throttle.

Note: If you’re intermediate or ad-
vanced, maintain a constant steering 
angle and use throttle inputs to achieve 
the desired rotation.

Turn 10: Look to your left, and locate track-out on the RHS. This turn requires a sharp and late turn-in, so run over the 
LHS kerb with your LF, then the track-out kerb with your RF. As before, only apply throttle that’s inversely proportionate 
to your steering angle.

Note: Intermediates should add some trailbraking here.
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Turn 11 (Ricochet): If you have driven 
the 1.7 layout before, bear in mind that 
your approach speed will be far greater 
now that you’re on the 3.1. Keep your 
eyes towards the end of the long uphill 
straight leading up to Ricochet, and 
you will see a crest. Prepare to brake 
just before this crest, so that you can 
slow your car down enough to make 
the turn. As you begin your descent in 
the downhill braking zone, spot both 
the inside kerb as well as your track-
out. Finish braking, maintain a con-
stant (low) throttle and turn in for a 
very early apex. Begin unwinding your 
wheel, then increase your throttle ap-
plication. By the time you’ve tracked 
out you should be at full throttle.

Turn 12 (Little Bend): Begin look-
ing for track-out while you’re braking, 
then ease off the brake and back onto 
an acceleration-neutral throttle posi-
tion. Turn in, aiming for a late apex; 
touch your LF to the kerb, then track 
out fully as you increase your throttle 
to set you up for the run down to Buz-
zard Neck.

Note: There’s a dip in the middle that 
sucks your car to the pavement if you 
hit the apex properly. If you’re not feel-
ing the dip, you’re not on the best line.
 
Turn 13 (Buzzard Neck): Spot the 
apex, brake hard in a straight line, then 
turn in, making sure to head back to-
ward the right after tracking out. Bear 
in mind that this is a slow corner, so 
getting back to the right is less impor-
tant than properly setting the car up 
for Horseshoe.

Notes:
1. This turn features uneven pavement 
in the braking zone. There are also big 
bumps at the apex.

2. Hit full throttle right after the 
bumps. Doing so prior to or at the 
bumps will force you to use more in-
puts to settle the car.
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Turn 14 (Horseshoe): This is an up-
hill, off-camber curve, so start by look-
ing all the way around and up as far 
towards the apex as you can, and apply 
as much throttle input as your steer-
ing angle will allow. Track out all the 
way, then immediately begin looking 
for the Boot Hill apex.

Note: The Horseshoe-Boot Hill-
Tombstone complex is essentially a 
single, multiple-apex corner. If you do 
it right, you’ll be able to make just one 
steering input to navigate the corner.

Turn 15 (Boot Hill): Maintain your 
steering angle from Horseshoe, but 
do not clip the apex. If you can stay 
a few feet away, it sets you up nicely 
for Tombstone. Track out, and find 
Tombstone’s apex.

Turn 16 (Tombstone): Find track-
out, and take a late apex to get there, 
gradually increasing throttle as your 
steering input lessens.

Turn 17 (Big Bend): Before you fin-
ish your braking, be looking first to the 
apex, then to track-out. When you’ve 
decelerated enough, turn in, yet again, 
by pulling down with your left triceps. 
Stay near the kerb until it’s time to 
track-out, at which point, you should 
load your suspension with as much 
throttle input as you can, complete 
your tracking-out and move back to-
wards the LHS to begin another lap.

Glossary of Abbreviations:

LHS: Left Hand Side of the Track
RHS:  Right Hand Side of the Track
LFB:  Left Foot Brake
LF:  Left Front Tire
RF:  Right Front Tire
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If you’ve been out to our autocrosses, you’ve probably seen Matt Dashiell, or at 
least his E36 M3/4 running around. The car (and Matt, one would assume) 
lives in Lewisville, where it’s spent the past 11 years in a loving, garaged 
environment. As is the fate perhaps best fitting one of the finest cre-
ations worthy of the letter M, this car’s equal parts daily driver, 
track rat and show car, though the addition of a Z4 M roadster 
has reduced its daily status somewhat. Of course, the M3 
and Z4 M aren’t his only Bimmers, and his most cher-
ished memory of BMW ownership comes courtesy 
of his E46 323Ci, of which he and his wife took 
European delivery. Taking a lap around the 
Nurburgring, then opening her up on ze 
Aautobahn, stand out as highlights 
there.

Funnily enough, Matt was already big into the autocross scene before catching the BMW bug; he was competing in a 4-door 
Mazda back in the mid ‘90s when he saw a shiny, brand-new Dakar Yellow M3 lifting the front inside wheel around every 
twisty bit on a tight and technical course, and vowed then and there to someday own one. Over the years, he’s added his share 
of goodies, like basic springs/shocks, camber plates up front and adjustable camber arms in back, a front strut brace and E36 
‘vert X-brace and a Shark Injector to bump the redline and axe the speed limiter; racing brake pads from Porterfield slow it 
down consistently, and a clip-in 4pt harness ensures that his seat stays firmly planted in his seat. In 2008, he drove the car to 
a season-long tie for first in class at our autocrosses, and when the total times were added up over the course of the season as 
a tiebreaker, he won by less than one-hundredth of a second. For those of you not overly familiar with timing in motorsport 
events, that’s every bit as close as winning an NFL rushing title by a single yard. —Aaron Miller

Matt Dashiell’s E36 M3/4: 
Equal Parts Street, Track & Show Car. All BMW.
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2012 Schedule
Dates and locations subject to change

March 3rd-4th: Novice School and 
Event #1; Mineral Wells

March 31st-April 1st: Pre-DE Orien-
tation School and Event #2; Mineral 
Wells

May 19th-20th: Advanced School 
and Event #3; Mineral Wells

June 23rd: Mineral Wells

July 28th: Mineral Wells

August 18th: Mineral Wells or TMS

September 15th-16th: Annual Night 
Autocross; Mineral Wells

October 13th: Mineral Wells or TMS

November 3rd-4th: Event #9 and 
Race of Champions; Mineral Wells

2012 Lone Star Autocross Season:
A Novice Idea

by Michael Hollingsworth, LSC Autocross Chair

I’d like to start by welcoming all new 
BMW Club members and novice au-
tocross drivers to the 2012 Lone Star 
Chapter autocross season.

We’ll be implementing many changes 
this year with an aim to make this sea-
son one of the best ever. 

Kicking off the changes for 2012 is an 
addition to our driver classifications; 
a new “N” designation will be added 
to all classes, indicating a novice sub-
class. Novice drivers will compete on 
the same course, yet their lap times will 
only count against fellow novices in 
their particular class.

To further help novices acclimate 
themselves, we will be hosting a novice 
autocross school on Saturday, March 
3rd at the Mineral Wells location. This 
one-day school will help drivers begin 
to develop the proper techniques and 
skills needed to compete throughout 
the year, and for years to come. I highly 
encourage anyone thinking of taking 
up autocrossing to attend this school. 
Some of our best drivers will serve as 
instructors, and will work on a one-on-
one basis with the students. You will 
leave the school a much better driver 
than you were before, and you’ll have 
the times to prove it.

Nothing special is required for school 
attendance, or to compete in any au-
tocross—participants can bring their 
daily drivers. All you’ll need is a hel-
met, but please bring your own if at all 
possible, as only a very limited amount 
of loaner helmets are available. There 
are many e-tailers that sell SNELL-
certified helmets for around $100. It’s 
a great investment that will last you for 
many years of driving.

Every autocrosser starts out with little 

to no experience. The sport can, at 
times, be frustrating, but is also incred-
ibly rewarding once you start putting 
together good runs. The competition 
can be fierce, yet everyone on track has 
a great time, and the camaraderie be-
tween participants is high.

Our first points-paying event is on 
Sunday, March 4th. This will ensure 
everything learned the previous day is 
still fresh in the students’ minds, which 
will help reinforce and hard-wire the 
knowledge so they’ll be ready to take 
on a season of competition.

In May, there will be an advanced au-
tocross school on the 19th (Saturday). 
This school will pick up where the 
novice school leaves off, and provide 
even more information for those driv-
ers wishing to advance their skills. Our 
third points paying event will be held 
the following day.

At the end of the year we will have a 
Race of Champions; there will be one 
winner from each novice class and one 
from each standard class. After a year of 
novice events, drivers will be promoted 
out of novice, and into the standard 
class structure. 

The autocross committee will also work 
closely with our HPDE program, and 
help them hold a time trial at Mineral 
Wells on March 31st. This will give 
drivers a glimpse of a faster, more open 
course, thus helping to prepare them 
for our first HPDE on April 28th and 
29th.

I look forward to meeting our new driv-
ers, as well as our returning autocross-
ers. I am available anytime to answer 
autocross related questions, and can be 
reached at zrated167@yahoo.com.
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Congratulations to the following lady and gentlemen on taking Charlie 
Sheen’s infamous rant to heart by drinking loads of tiger blood doing 

nothing but winning, all year long.
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Your Autocross Questions Answered:
A Q&A with Lone Star Chapter Autocross Chairman Mike Hollingsworth

Come out and enjoy your car with like-minded
Bimmeristas this year. You’ll not regret it.

If someone loses control, can they hit me 
or my car?

No. This is a structured environment. 
Cones are placed at a safe distance from 
anybody or anything in accordance 
with our BMW CCA minimum safety 
requirements. Generally, people will 
guide you back onto the course if you 
get lost.

I’ve watched some autocross videos online 
and it seems terribly confusing. How will 
I know where to go?

We’ll do a course walk through. We’ll 
have a novice walk through as well, and 
an instructor will ride with you to make 
sure you know where you’re going. In-
structors are available for all runs.

Do I have to stay all day or can I leave 
after my final run?

Yes. You need to work the course for the 
other drivers. Other drivers work the 
course while you’re driving so it’s only 
fair for you to stay and return the favor. 
Anyone that leaves after their final run 
will be asked not to return for the next 
event.

Will going to an autocross make me a bet-
ter driver in the real world?

Yes, most definitely. It will help your 
reaction times and peripheral vision 
(which will help you see cars coming), 
and you’ll be both faster on the breaks 
and able to maneuver out of danger 
more quickly.

Is an autocross just like a track day?

No. It’s scaled down. It’s much slower, 
much cheaper and it’s the most fun you 
can have in a car at the lowest price, 
while you’re developing skills for the 
track.

Will this destroy my tires?

No. It will put more wear on them 
than street driving, but will not destroy 
them.

What kind of wear and tear does this put 
on my car?

It puts more wear and tear on the brakes 
and tires, and that’s about it. It’s a safe 
sport in terms of damage to a car, but 
you’ll go through brake pads and ro-
tors at a higher rate than driving on the 
street.

Do I need to do any special preparation to 
my car to come out?

Yes. You’ll want clean/clear brake fluid, 
healthy pads/rotors/tires. If you wish, 
you can put painters tape on the bum-
per in case you hit a cone. Take all loose 
objects like floor mats out of the car, 
including the trunk. As a general rule, 
though, you can drive a stock vehicle.

Will there be a tech inspection, and if so, 
what will cause me to fail it?

Yes. If you’re leaking any fluids (an-
tifreeze/oil), low on brake fluid or it’s 

extremely dirty, if tire wear is extreme, 
you have loose bearings in your wheels 
or your battery isn’t strapped down, 
then you will not be allowed to com-
pete as these all pose a safety risk not 
just to you but to the rest of us as well.

I’ve never done an autocross or track day, 
but I know my car’s fast. Is there a special 
prize for winning on my first time out?

Congratulations on having a fast vehi-
cle, but no, you will not win anything. 
[I don’t know that we’ve ever had a first-
timer come out and set the fastest time of 
the day. A large percentage of driving is 
acquired skill, and thus being quick “out 
of the box” is not something you should 
expect—Ed]

Should I turn my traction control/stability 
control/ABS off?

If you’re a new driver, try leaving it 
on until you’re comfortable with the 
course/car, and then take an instructor 
with you when you turn it off. If you’re 
advanced, definitely turn it off.

I’m paranoid about my paint, and typi-
cally park far away from other cars just to 
protect it. Won’t hitting cones cause dam-
age to my paint job?

You can put an orange film on it from 
the cones if you really mess up, but 
generally it won’t damage your paint. If 
you’re overly concerned, you can pick 
up a roll of painter’s tape to put on the 
key areas.
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